Volunteer Spotlights: March 2015

Deborah Arrindell ’79
Agriculture & Life Sciences
Los Angeles, CA

Favorite Cornell Spot: Uris Library stacks  
Cornell Volunteer Communities Experience: Cornell Black Alumni Association (CBAA); Cornell Reunion Chair CBAA; President's Council of Cornell Women (PCCW); Cornell University Council (CUC); Cornell Alumni Association (CAA); Cornell Alumni Association of Los Angeles (Board Member); James and Janice Turner Endowment (Co-Chair)  
First Cornell Volunteer Experience: CBAA  
Most Recent Cornell Volunteer Experience: Hosted James and Janice Turner Scholarship event in Los Angeles, September 2014  
Most Impactful Cornell Volunteer Experience: Co-Chair, James and Janice Turner Endowment Scholarship

Kristen Barnett ’15
Agriculture & Life Sciences
Sherborn, MA

Favorite Cornell Spot: Willard Straight Hall Rock Garden  
Favorite Cornell Tradition: Throwing flaming pumpkins into the gorge  
Cornell Volunteer Communities Experience: EzRoots Music Festival; Consulting Now Conference; Cornell Leadership Symposium; Pink the Rink  
First Cornell Volunteer Experience: Cornell Global Health Conference  
Most Recent Cornell Volunteer Experience: Pink the Rink  
Most Impactful Cornell Volunteer Experience: Consulting Now Conference

Deborah Gellman ’75, MBA ’82
Agriculture & Life Sciences; Johnson  
New York, NY

Favorite Cornell Spot: Libe Slope  
Favorite Cornell Tradition: Watching Cornell Lacrosse  
Cornell Volunteer Communities Experience: Class of 1975 (President; Correspondent); New York Cares  
First Cornell Volunteer Experience: New York Cares  
Most Recent Cornell Volunteer Experience: Class President  
Most Impactful Cornell Volunteer Experience: Class Correspondent

Jill Hai ’85
Industrial & Labor Relations
Lexington, MA

Favorite Cornell Spot: Steps of Willard Straight Hall  
Favorite Cornell Tradition: The Goldwin Smith Sing Saturday night during Reunion Weekend  
Cornell Volunteer Communities Experience: Cornell Club of Boston; Reunion (Chair; Clerk for 4 years; Head Clerk) Cornell Alumni Admissions Ambassador Network (CAAAN) (Chair; member; Cornell Ambassador)  
First Cornell Volunteer Experience: Co-Chair for 5th reunion  
Most Recent Cornell Volunteer Experience: CAAAN Chair  
Most Impactful Cornell Volunteer Experience: Cornell Ambassador
Ellen Kreopolides '70  
Agriculture & Life Sciences  
Wellesley, MA

**Favorite Cornell Spot:** Dairy Bar  
**Favorite Cornell Tradition:** Singing the alma mater  
**Cornell Volunteer Communities Experience:** Cornell Club of Boston; various lectures in the Boston area; Cornell Connections on LinkedIn; Reunion Committee for Class of 1970  
**First Cornell Volunteer Experience:** Cornell Club of Boston  
**Most Recent Cornell Volunteer Experience:** Reunion Committee for 45th Reunion  
**Most Impactful Cornell Volunteer Experience:** Being on the Reunion Committee because its a really great fit. Also CAU (Cornell's Adult University) and being involved in Homecoming as well

Rachel Krug '04  
Arts & Sciences  
Groton, MA

**Favorite Cornell Spot:** Roof of Olin Library  
**Favorite Cornell Tradition:** Cornell Ice Hockey  
**Cornell Volunteer Communities Experience:** Class of 2004 (Co-President; Treasurer); Cornell Alumni Admissions Ambassador Network (CAAAN) (Interviewer)  
**First Cornell Volunteer Experience:** CAAAN Interviewer  
**Most Recent Cornell Volunteer Experience:** Class of 2004 Co-President  
**Most Impactful Cornell Volunteer Experience:** Connecting, recognizing, and supporting my classmates in the Class of 2004

Charles Stuppard '82  
Engineering  
Virginia Beach, VA

**Favorite Cornell Spot:** Engineering Quad  
**Favorite Cornell Tradition:** Face time in front of Willard Straight Hall  
**Cornell Volunteer Communities Experience:** Class Council (VP, and current co-president); Cornell Association of Class Officers (CACO) (Director at Large and VP for student and young alumni); Cornell Alumni Trustee Nominating Committee (CATN); Cornell Engineering Alumni Association (CEAA)  
**First Cornell Volunteer Experience:** Orientation counselor  
**Most Recent Cornell Volunteer Experience:** Co-President of Class '82 and VP of CACO Board  
**Most Impactful Cornell Volunteer Experience:** Co-President of Class '82